
 

English - Week beginning: 30.11.20 

Teacher: Mrs. Morton/Mrs. Storey    Year 2 
 Main Teaching Activities 

Day Today we are learning 

to…  

Teaching Activities & Key Questions 

Mon 

 

 

  

Map a story in 

chronological order.  

 

Other classroom 

activities: children to 

‘tidy’ Christmas tree and 

decorations. Children 

make a medal for 

themselves from gold 

card and ribbon.  

To ‘set the scene’ in class, Christmas tree will be knocked over and decorations scattered across the classroom. Home corner will 

be a mess. Ask the children in class what they think has happened.  

1. Show your child the film ‘Mog’s Christmas Calamity’ by clicking on the following link: https://www.teachingideas.co.uk/mogs-

christmas-calamity  Pause the film at 0:47 and ask your child to predict what they think will happen next. Discuss the name 

of the film – what does it mean? Does this affect their predictions?  

2. Gather your child’s responses together. Continue playing the film to the end. Allow your child to discuss their initial 

thoughts. Then ask probing questions – Can you remember how the Christmas Calamity all started? How do you think Mog 

felt when she woke up and saw the smoke in the oven? How did she react after seeing it? Can you remember the order of 

disastrous events? Do you think Mog is to blame or did she save the day? Why did everyone think Mog was a hero? How do 

you think the family felt after they saw their home? What did the community do to help the family? What was your 

favourite part of the film and why?  

3. Explain that it is important that they have a good understanding of the events that took place and what order they 

happened. Together watch the film from 0:33 (where the calamity began). Open ‘Mog Teaching Resources’ and have the 

first sheet cut up and stuck in a random order. Whilst watching the film, pause at various times and ask your child to move 

the statements so they are in order e.g. Mog has a bad dream. Her tail gets caught on the fairy lights. The cards are 

knocked over. The ball rolls and turns the oven on.  

4. Once the statements are all in order – ask your child to read the statements in chronological order out loud with your 

support.  

Challenge! 

 Explain to your child that they will now map the events on A4 paper. Ask your child to draw a picture to show each event and write 

the statement underneath. Model if necessary and, if confident, encourage your child to write their own (or some of their own) 

statements to go with their pictures. In class, this will be completed in groups on large backing paper.  

Tue Ask open questions.  

 

Other classroom 

1. Discuss open and closed questions - A closed question can be answered using just one word (This is not what we want!). Ask 

your child - Do you like Christmas? Can this question be answered using just one word? Yes! Therefore, it is a closed 

question. An open question demands a more detailed answer – using sentence starters we can change our question into an 

open question. Ask a child – Can you describe how you feel on Christmas morning? This question asks for more detail and a 
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activities: paper plate 

Mog activity.  

full sentence answer. Therefore, it is an open question. 

2. Explain to your child that today they will be writing questions so that we can interview Mog. We need to find out exactly 

what happened on Christmas morning and get all the details – remember the interview is called ‘Mog Reveals the Truth!’ 

3. Explain to your child they will be writing 2 or 3 questions to ask Mog. Discuss using the sentence starters to ask Mog about 

what happened. Your child should also refer back to the order of events from yesterday (story maps) and might ask about 

specific points in the story. Talk with your child about questions they might ask Mog. Gather their ideas together and begin 

to model some questions. Model the following questions – Can you explain how the Christmas Calamity began exactly? Can 

you describe what happened before the fire spread? Tell me more about how you felt when the chestnuts were firing 

across the kitchen smashing everything.  

Challenge! 

With your support where needed, ask your child to write three open ended questions to ask Mog for more detail on the events that 

happened. Ensure your child uses question marks if needed.  

Wed Interview a witness.  

 

Other classroom activities: 

make a Mog Christmas 

decoration. 

In class, a member of staff will dress up as Mog. 

1. Replay the film ‘Mog’s Christmas Calamity’ by clicking on the following link: https://www.teachingideas.co.uk/mogs-

christmas-calamity   

2. Remind your child of the work completed over the last few lessons. Can your child tell their partner about the events of 

the story using as few words as possible! Recap the open questions that your child completed yesterday. What is an open 

question? What is the aim of asking Mog these questions? Can they remember the title of the interview? Why might Mog 

want to reveal the truth? 

3. Explain to your child when Mog arrives for the interview they are going to make notes on what she says. Notes will allow us 

to write down what she says quickly without falling behind. They will remind us about what to write later. In class we will 

also be recording the interview using an iPad. Journalists in real life record interviews this way so they can write them up 

when they have stopped talking. In class, invite ‘Mog’ into the classroom to say hello. At home, the adult can role play as 

Mog. Offer Mog your condolences about what happened on Christmas Day last year and say that you’ve heard that she’d 

like to come clean and reveal the truth. Role play either as Mog or with Mog about how you can no longer live a lie about 

being a hero. Ask your child to ask the questions you compiled together one at a time. As Mog begins to answer the 

questions model how to note take alongside your child e.g. Question: Can you explain how you think the Christmas Calamity 

began? Note – Sleeping – nightmare – tail might have caught something – not sure. Question: Can you describe what 

happened next? Note - woke up –saw smoke – check in oven - accidently knocked pan and phone – felt scared –jumped onto 

table. 
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Challenge! 

Ask your child to make notes while interviewing ‘Mog’. Encourage them to read back their findings at the end of the interview.  

In class, children will complete interview in small adult led groups.  

 

 

Thu 

 

Write up notes.  

 

Other Classroom activities: 

fire safety poster, doll 

house on ‘fire’ role play.  

1. If recorded, replay the interview recording from yesterday. Revisit the answers Mog gave yesterday and the notes that 

were taken. Is anything missing? Have we got all the information we need to tell the true story? 

2. Open ‘Mog Teaching Resources’ and show your child resource 4a. This template will help your child to plan how to write up 

their interviews. Discuss using the boxes for questions and answers. Look together at the notes taken yesterday, listen to 

the recording (if possible) and model how to transform notes into sentences e.g. Question: Can you explain how you think 

the Christmas Calamity began? Note – Sleeping – nightmare – tail might have caught something – not sure.  

Challenge!  

Ask your child to use resource 4a to write up what Mog said e.g. I was fast asleep in my basket. I started to have a nightmare and 

I was very scared. My tail might have pulled on some fairy lights and somehow that turned on the oven. I’m not sure because I was 

asleep 

Fri 

 
NO ENGLISH LEARNING ON FRIDAY. PLEASE COMPLETE COMPUTING, P.E. AND SCIENCE LEARNING.  

 
 


